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The QT 925 OBD tracking device is a plug and play dedicated tracking device which can connect 

directly into a vehicles OBDII diagnostic port. The QT 925 is designed for ease of installation and 

combines state of the art gsm and gps engines with fully internal antennae, onboard processors 

and movement sensors and integrated software ensures exceptional power management to 

lower battery drain. 

 

The QT 925 was developed in co-operation with leading electronic assemblers to ensure a 

highly robust, hassle free product of the highest quality, consistant with Quiktrak’s 

complete product range. 
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Functions: 
 

*Supports quad bands, 850/900/1800/1900MHz,  

*universal in the world. 

*Easy to install, connect the OBD interface to work. 

*Supports single positioning and feedbacks position via GPRS at setting times. 

*Supports vehicle positioning and tracking. 

*Vehicle status and speed from OBD data is better than ACC. 

*Vehicle collision, falling alarm by SMS/Platform (optional). 

*Reporting Fuel consumption  

*Engine Temp 

*Rpm 

*Harsh braking/Aceleration 

*Odomotor 

*Speed  

*Location  

*Engine diagnostics  

 

Environmental Conditions 
 

Working temperature：-20℃~80℃ 

Storage temperature：-45℃~90℃ 

Humidity：<95% 

 
Specification: 
 
Working voltage  12VDC/24VDC 

Standby current:  <3mA 

Working current:      <120mA 
 
GPS Location accuracy:  15M 
 
GSM positioning accuracy: 100M 
 
GPS Frequency:1575MHZ 
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GSM Frequency: 850/900/1800/1900MHz 

Acquisition: Cold Starts: <3s 
 
Warm Starts: <15s 
 
Hot Starts: <60s 
 
Dimension: 56.5*47*24.6mm 
 
Weight: 45g 
 

Install Instructions 
 
Plug and Play 
 
The QT925 is supplied fully configured ready for simple plug and play operation.  
 
Locating OBDII Port 
 
Normally the OBDII port is available in all the vehicles manufacture after 2000. This port is 
located under the dash near the driving side of the vehicle. Normally this port is covered with a 
cover. 
 
Connecting QT925 
 
Remove the cover on the OBDII port and connect the QT925 to the same port by inserting the 
devices into the Plug slot. 
 
LED indicators 
 
The red LED flashing fast when the terminal is searching for GSM network, it flashes 
intermittently when the terminal received the GSM network successfully.  

The blue LED flashing fast when the terminal is searching for the GPS satellite signal, it flashes 
intermittently when the terminal received the satellites and can be located 
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Red LED(indicates GSM working state) 

Fast flashing Searching for GSM network 

Intermittently flashing GSM/GPRS works normally 

 
 Blue LED(indicates GPS signal state) 

Fast flashing Searching GPS Satellites 

Intermittently flashing GPS works normally 

 

Trouble shooting 
 
1. Cannot connect to the platform 

The platform continue showing the units not come online when it’s installed at the first time. 
Please check the terminal: 

1）Check the power cables are wired correctly? Pay attention to not connect them to the 
controlling cables of the vehicle. 

2）Whether the SIM card has been installed correctly?  

3）Check the status of the LED indicators. If the terminal is OK, the red LED and the blue LED 
will intermittently flashing.  

4）Inquiry the parameters of terminal via commands and check the accuracy of the parameters. 

2 .Show offline status on the platform 

First check if the LED indicators are OK, if cannot check them, you can check the SIM card 
following next steps: 

1）call the SIM card of the terminal and check if it’s ring. 

2）Check if the vehicle is in the area where there is no GSM signal. 

3）Check if all terminals are offline in the area where terminal is offline. If all terminals are offline, 
please check with your network operator. If  the network is OK.  

4）Check and make sure the SIM card have enough balance in it. 

5）If the terminal becomes offline on the last day of one month, please check if GPRS is closed. 

6）Inquiry the parameters of terminal via commands and check the accuracy of the parameters. 

3. Cannot get location for a long time 

If the GPS is active, but the terminal cannot be located for long time, please check the terminal:  

1）If the vehicle is in the place where there is no GPS signal. 

2）The GSM and GPS signal may be weak and pay attention to that if the terminal has been 
installed in the place with electromagnetic wave absorption material(such as metal blocks),if 
there is metal thermal insulation layer or heating layer on the front windshield, it will cause the 
position accuracy very low, and the severe can’t be located the sites. 
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4.Position drift 

Position drift will be found in places where GPS signal is poor. Please get the vehicle to the 
outside places. 

 

Setting up commands list: 

Function of the 
commands 

Format of the 
commands Example Remarks 

APN parameter 
settings 

APN,Telecom[,usern
ame,password]# 

APN,internet.gdsp# If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET APN OK! 

Server 
parameter 
settings 

SERVER,1,domain 
name,port,0# 

SERVER,1,www 
quiktrak.co,10883,0
# 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET SERVER OK! 

fixed time 
GPRS 
transmission 
settings 

SERVER,0,IP,port,0
# 

SERVER,0,74.81.7
1.218,10883,0# 

[Range:0.10~18000S,0 means not 
allowed to upload, default is 10S] 

 TIMER,uploading 
time interval 
[numbers each 
pack]# 

TIMER,10# Numbers each pack:1-20,defauld is 1 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET TIMER OK! 

Setting start from10~18000S 

For example: TIMER, 60#(1 minute) 

TIMER,3600# (1 Hour) 

Time zone 
settings 

GMT, time zone 
position, the full time 
zone, the half time 
zone]# 

GMT,9# 

GMT,930# 

[range:E/W;0~12;0/15/30/45] 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET GMT OK! 

Language 
settings 

LANG,1/0# LANG,1# 

LANG,0# 

1,represents Chinese, 0 represents 
English for location inquiring. 

2, If set up ok, the terminal will 
respond with: SET LANG OK! 

Center number 
settings 

CENTER,A,center 
number 

CENTER,A,138001
38000# 

Center number is used to cut off fuel 
and electric 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET CENTER OK! 

Center number 
delete 

CENTER,D#  Center number is used to cut off fuel 
and electric 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
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with: DEL CENTER OK! 

Add SOS 
number 

SOS,A,number1,num
ber2,number3,numb
er4,number5# 

 SOS,A,13800138000,13800138000,
13800138000# ----- means set3 SOS 
number at once 

SOS,A,13800138000# ----- means 
set  first SOS number 

SOS,A,,13800138000# ----- means 
set  second SOS number 

SOS,A,,,13800138000# ----- means 
set third SOS number 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET SOS OK! 

Delete SOS 
number 

SOS,D,number1, 
number2, number3, 
number4, number5,# 

Or 

SOS,D,number serial 
number1, number 
serial number2, 
number serial 
number3, number 
serial number4, 
number serial 
number5# 

 SOS,D1#----means delete the first 
phone number 

SOS,D,3#-----means delete the third 
phone number 

SOS,D,1,3#----means delete phone 
number of key 1 and key 3 

SOS,D,13527852360#----means 
delete the phone number directly 

If delete ok the terminal will respond 
with: DEL SOS OK! 

Edit location 
inquiring link 

EURL,internet link# EURL,http://maps.g
oogle.com/maps?q
=# 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET EURL OK! 

Monitoring 
delay time 
settings 

DELAY,time# DELAY,5# Range:50-60seconds,default is 
10seconds. 

If set up ok the terminal will respond 
with: SET DELAY OK! 

Control 
commands 

   

Cut off fuel and 
electricity 

RELAY,1#  If set up ok the terminal will respond: 
Relayer enable OK!   

Or, respond with failure reasons: Not 
center number/ GPS not tracking 
position or speed> with 20KM/H the 
command will not work; 

Restore fuel RELAY,0#  If set up ok the terminal will respond 
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and electricity with: Relay disable OK! 

Reset 
command 

RESET#  The terminal will respond with: Reset 
OK! 

Restore factory 
defaults 

FACTORY#  The terminal will respond with: 
Factory OK! 

Inquiring 
commands 

   

Enquiry 
software 
version 

VERSION#  VERSION:Xxxx 

BUILD:2012-05-09 10:12 

Enquiry 
parameter 
settings 

PARAM#  IMEI:xxx 

APN:internet.gdsp 

Ip: server dispatch information( If 
there’s IP will respond with IP, if not 
then will respond with domain name) 

TIMER: GPRS transmission interval 

CENTER: center number 

SOS: number1, number2, 
number3,number4,number5 

LANG:language(CN/EN) 

GMT: time zone(E/W8.00) 

HBT: heartbeat transmission interval 

DELAY:moitoring delay time 

Enquiry 
LON&LAT 
information 

WHERE#  Lat:N23.111743,Lon:E114.409239,C
ourse: 

0.00,Speed:0.17KM/H,DateTime:201
1-09- 

13 20:21:20 

Enquiry status STATUS#  BATTERY:100%--battery 
status(remaining battery) 

GPRS:NORMAL—GPRS 
status(NORMAL/EXCEPTIONAL) 

GMIDDLE/LOW 

GSM Signal: MIDDLE—GSM signal 
strength(HIGH/MIDDLE/LOW) 
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GPS Signal: MIDDLE—GPS signal 
strength(HIGH/MIDDLE/LOW) 

ACC:OPEN—ACC 
status(OPEN/CLOSE) 

RELAYER:DISABLED—fuel 
status(ENABLED/DISABLED) 

CHARGER:NORMAL—electric 
status(NORMAL/EXCEPTIONAL) 

Enquiry location 
link 

URL#  <DateTime:10-11-18 18:41:04> 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=N 

22.540885,E113.951341 

Enquiry location POSITION#(compati
ble with 123 
command, use 123 
command within the 
country) 

 Language type is determined by the 
terminal language setting 

(If location enquiry failed, respond 
with ”Chinese information enquiry 
fail” notice and the longitude and 
latitude information) 

SMS forwarding FW,enquiry 
number,enquiry 
contents# 

i.e.: Enquiry 
balance 
FW,10086,CXYE# 

FW,10010,YE# 

After the terminal receive the sms it 
will send the enquiry contents to the 
enquiry number as an sms, within 5 
mins it will forward the feedback from 
the enquiry number to the phone 
number holder. 

It can be applied as balance and flow 
enquiry. 

 

1. Terminal language will be controlled by server, it is set up on service end 

2. Location enquiry type protocol on terminal ( i.e.123, alarm), the service end will feedback 
corresponding information according to the language settings; Alarm information will be feedback 
in set language after it report to the server. 

3. If the terminal cannot connect the server it will respond as: SOS ALARM: SOS!<DateTime:10-11-
18 18:41:04> 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=N22.540886,E113.951341 

Cutoff alarm：Device external power shutdown! 

Low electric alarm：Device low power! 

Other situations：Network failed. <DateTime:10-11-18 18:41:04> 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=N22.540885,E113.951341 


